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Rhombe range beckons to both high tea and the everyday table
This autumn, new products will be added to Lyngby Porcelæn's stylish Rhombe range. The refined relief
pattern can now also be enjoyed on serving dishes, dishes, cups and an elegant etagere.

Since the launch of the first items in the popular Rhombe range in 2014, there has been a great demand to
expand the series. Rhombe fans can now look forward to even more items, such as bowls, serving dishes,
etagere and mugs. Lyngby Porcelæn has been listening attentively and now launches new additions to the
Rhombe set this autumn.
All five new additions bring the history, modern minimalism and elegance of the Rhombe range to an
afternoon tea party, a special occasion and the unpretentious everyday table. The Rhombe pattern was
originally taken from the extensive design archives of Lyngby Porcelæn and was first seen in the popular
oven-proof Danild range in 1961. Back then, the pattern was transferred onto the porcelain as a printed
decoration, but today’s version uses the rhombuses as a relief, carefully built up layer upon layer. The
pattern’s rhythmic repetition is entrancing – along with the tactile feel it gives the porcelain itself.

Time for everyday decadence
These new products let you set a classic dinner table entirely with one matching set of tableware. Among the
new offerings is an oval serving dish, with 32 centimeters of length that makes it perfect for everything from
a summery tomato salad to appetizing fish dishes and even perfectly decorated desserts. There are also two
large serving bowls, ideal for holding a homemade French cassoulet or perhaps a crisp salad.
Food presentation has a uniquely special appeal when height and layers are created – and this is especially
true for cakes and other sweet treats. Current food trends lean heavily towards lots of decoration and
embellished details – and that is why Lyngby Porcelæn is expanding the Rhombe range with a true classic in
decadent dining: the etagere. Two tiers give the etagere a rich opportunity to elevate small everyday nibbles
from mundane to celebratory, bringing high-style to everything from sumptuous whipped cream cakes to
fresh fruit and delicate, delicious chocolates.
In addition to the etagere, serving dish and serving bowls, a handle-less mug joins the series. As with the
other products in the Rhombe series, there is a two-year warranty on all parts.
The mark of quality
A look at the bottom of your Rhombe products – or any item made by Lyngby Porcelæn – lets you know that
you’re holding a real piece of porcelain history in your hand. The Danish Porcelain Manufactory – Lyngby
Porcelæn first put its famous stamp on porcelain back in 1932, and since then, the company has spent
decades making its mark on Danish porcelain.
Rhombe serving dish, 32 x 24 cm and serving dishes, ø 17.5 and ø 22cm in dish-washer safe porcelain are
priced at EUR 55.00, 39.00 and 55.00 (RRP) respectively.
Rhombe etagere with two tiers, one measuring 27 cm and the other 23 cm, is priced at EUR 67.00 (RRP)
Rhombe double-walled mug, 26 cl, in dishwasher-safe porcelain is priced at EUR 27.00 (RRP)
The new collection will be available from mid-September.
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